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Abstract
Public clouds sell capacity in the form of pre-defined virtual
machine (VM) configurations to their tenants. This forces
tenants to buy the VM configuration based on the peak us-
age. This diminishes the value proposition of moving to a
public cloud as compared to doing consolidation in a pri-
vate virtualized datacenter. Ideally we would like the cloud
tenants to buy capacity in bulk and benefit from statistical
multiplexing among workloads. This requires dynamic allo-
cation of bulk capacity among VMs of a tenant that may be
running on different servers across different datacenters.

In this paper, we propose two novel algorithms called
BPX and IDD that are able to provide the abstraction of buy-
ing bulk capacity to a cloud customer. These algorithms dy-
namically allocate the overall capacity between VMs based
on their demand and user-set importance. Both algorithms
are highly scalable and are designed to work in a large scale
environment. Our analysis shows that BPX is able to meet all
the desirable properties in providing the abstraction. We im-
plemented the prototype of BPX as part of VMware’s man-
agement software and showed that BPX is able to closely
mimic the behavior of a centralized allocator, in a distributed
manner.

1. Introduction
Consider an IT department of a small company that is con-
sidering moving its workloads to a public cloud. Currently
the company is running a private cloud, where they are able
to take advantage of server consolidation by using in-house
virtualization and cloud management software. Several com-
panies offer solutions in this space, such as Nebula [16],
Nimbula [17], VMware vCloud Suite [27], Microsoft hyper-
V [15] and others.

Within the private cloud the VMs run in a controlled
physical infrastructure maintained by the IT department of
the same company. The private cloud is able to exploit tem-
poral variations in the VM loads to reduce the amount of
provisioned resources, by over-committing server CPU and
memory. Hypervisors such as VMware ESX Server pro-
vide several techniques (like transparent page-sharing, bal-
looning, compression, and swap-to-SSD) to facilitate high
consolidation ratios. The gains from statistical multiplexing
benefit the bottom line of the company by reducing both its
capital and operating expenses. In a public cloud the physi-
cal infrastructure is distributed over one or more mega data
centers, supporting thousands of servers and hosting VMs
belonging to multiple paying customers. In this situation the
benefits of workload multiplexing accrue to the cloud ser-
vice provider and not directly to the tenant, as the former
increases consolidation ratios without regard to specific cus-
tomers.

In the public cloud, the tenant’s is forced to purchase
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Figure 1. Hosting of VMs at different scales. As scale in-
creases, the benefit from statistical multiplexing diminishes

VMs based on their configured sizes. Typically VMs are
configured for peak usage and the consolidation helps be-
cause VMs can use resource from each other based on their
run-time demands on the host. An interesting study [12] on
buying capacity in terms of fixed T-shirt sizes vs. doing time
sharing showed that buying per VM capacity can be twice as
expensive as compared to having a time sharing system.

Lets assume that the company’s private datacenter has
100 physical servers, each with 16 GHz compute capacity
and 96 GB of RAM, for a total installed capacity of 1600
GHz of CPU and 9600 GB of RAM. By exploiting multi-
plexing techniques, a single server may host VMs with total
virtual CPU and memory capacity that add up to 32 GHz and
192 GB respectively, providing a 2-to-1 over-commitment.
Studies have noted that this ratio is typically higher for en-
vironments like virtual desktops [3, 19] and lower for enter-
prise workloads like Exchange and Databases.

When moving to a public cloud the company loses the
advantages of over-commitment, and will have to buy re-
sources equivalent to the size of all its VMs. This comes to
the total capacity of 200 physical servers, even though total
demand at any instant is half of this amount. The benefits of
the statistical multiplexing are enjoyed by the cloud service
provider, who can consolidate more VMs based on actual
resource consumptions instead of VM’s configured size.

Figure 1 shows a comparison between three different
models of running VMs: (a) on a single host, (b) on a
tightly-coupled cluster of hosts in a private cloud, or (c)
on a loosely-coupled ensemble of hosts in a public cloud.
The models differ in the mechanisms used for resource mul-
tiplexing and the time-scales at which they operate: for ex-
ample, hundreds of milliseconds for a host using a scheduler
within hypervisor, and minutes for a private cloud using so-
lutions like VMware DRS [13].

None of the public clouds offer capability of resource
flow between the VMs of a tenant at large scale. Doing
this dynamic resource flow at the scale of the public cloud
is difficult. VMware vSphere provides such an abstraction
within a small scale of up to 32 hosts using features like
DRS [13] (Distributed Resource Manager). DRS monitors
per host utilization every five minutes and performs load-
balancing across hosts using live migration, and also adjusts
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Figure 2. System overview and deployment in a cloud

resource controls to provide more resources to VMs with
higher demand.

In this paper we present a model for buying bulk share-
able capacity in the cloud similar to that provided by a ded-
icated physical datacenter. The tenant can flexibly multiplex
this purchased capacity dynamically among its VMs. To re-
alize that model we present two distributed resource alloca-
tion algorithms that periodically re-distribute the purchased
capacity among the tenant’s VMs based on their demand,
and other tenant-specified controls such as reservations, lim-
its and priority (or shares). This is challenging because a
tenant’s VMs may be spread across an arbitrary number of
physically distributed servers, and because of the need to
handle tens of thousands of such customers in a public cloud.
We highlight these challenges using an example in Section 2.

The distributed allocation algorithms called IDD (Itera-
tive Distributed Divvy) and BPX (Base + Proportional Ex-
cess) are described in Section 3. The two algorithms make
different choices in the relative importance of VMs dynamic
demands versus their static priorities, while adhering to basic
allocation constraints. The allocation of IDD matches that
of the centralized VMware DRS resource manager. How-
ever, unlike DRS that is centralized and limited to a small
number of servers, IDD can work in a distributed environ-
ment. BPX is a fully-asynchronous distributed algorithm
that avoids some thorny real-world implementation issues of
IDD, thus making it more robust and scalable. Due to its bet-
ter properties we did extensive experimental evaluation only
of BPX.

We implemented BPX as a prototype in VMware’s man-
agement software. Our evaluation (Section 5) demonstrates
that BPX is able to allocate more CPU and memory re-
sources to VMs as compared to a static allocation when the
workload demands fluctuate. Also BPX is able to closely
match the allocations that would be made by IDD, without
the implementation problems of the latter. We finally con-
clude with some directions for future work in Section 7.

2. System Model and Allocation Policies
We begin by looking at the physical structure of a cloud en-
vironment since it places constraints on the practicality of re-
source allocation mechanisms. Figure 2 shows an overview
of a typical virtualized datacenter used for a public cloud
environment. Tenants buy a certain capacity in the form of

Buying model Capacity
Needed

Cost Statistical multi-
plexing

VM’s configured size 48 GHz High Not-needed
VM’s demand 20 GHz Low No
Total demand with dy-
namic allocation

20 GHz Low Yes

Table 1. Comparison between various buying models

a virtual datacenter (VDC). Tenants then deploy VMs based
on the capacity available in a VDC in a self-service manner.
These VMs are deployed on top of the physically distributed
infrastructure.

The physical infrastructure is divided into a large pool of
compute and storage servers. The former are organized into
clusters consisting of tens of servers (typically 32 or so). A
public cloud may contain hundreds of such clusters to get a
large-scale deployment. The VMs from a single tenant may
span an arbitrary set of clusters. This architecture exists for
most of the deployments based on solutions from VMware
vSphere [27], Microsoft SCVMM [15] and others.

In this environment it is infeasible to simply extend cur-
rently existing resource allocation mechanisms. The state-
of-art today includes cluster management solutions like
DRS [13] that collect information about VMs from each
server in the cluster, and allocate CPU and memory re-
sources based on the demand. This clustered model has
certain advantages like facilitating VM migrations between
servers if the total allocation to VMs on a server exceeds its
physical capacity. However, when a tenant’s VMs are spread
across multiple clusters, a centralized strategy becomes im-
practical, since it requires dynamic per VM information to
be made available at a cloud-level database shared among
hundreds of clusters.

Not only does this require a massive amount of informa-
tion to be frequently exchanged between clusters, but the
centralized algorithms will be CPU intensive due to the large
number of VMs it needs to consider. This scalable dynamic
resource flow problem is difficult, and we are not aware of
any practical existing solution. We envision our algorithm to
run at the cluster-level and allow distributed clusters to work
together to provide the customer with the abstraction of buy-
ing bulk capacity. One can also run our solution at the server
level, but higher-level monitoring would still be needed to
balance server loads and initiate migrations from overloaded
servers.
Example 1: We use an example to motivate the need for
the bulk capacity abstraction and the desired properties of a
solution. Consider a customer who wants to run eight VMs
in the cloud. Four of them (called H1, H2, H3 and H4) are
running a production application with high priority, while
the other four VMs (called L1, L2, L3 and L4) are running
an internal application of lower priority. Each high-priority
VM can spike up to 8 GHz at different times, but their total
workload requirements (determined by application profiling
and past experience) is within 16 GHz most of the time. Sim-
ilarly the low-priority VMs can peak up to 4 GHz individu-
ally, but the customer may only want to allocate a total of 4
GHz combined to all four of them.

Such usage patterns are fairly common in an IT depart-



ment due to presence of a wide variety of workloads, and de-
mand fluctuations caused by diurnal cycles. The VMs may
be running in different servers on different racks, as deter-
mined by the cloud provider’s software and VM placement
policies. A key question is how much capacity should the
customer buy from a public cloud to support such a use case?
There are three possible solutions:
I. Buy configured sizes for all VMs: The customer will buy
the configured size (based on peak demand) for each VM,
which is 8 GHz for each of the production VMs and 4 GHz
for each of the low priority VMs. In total the customer will
have to buy 8× 4+4× 4 = 48 GHz, of CPU resources. This
solution will always meet the needs of the VMs without fur-
ther intervention, but at a significantly higher cost.
II. Buy based on average VM demand: In this case, the
customer will only buy the typical demand for each high
priority VM, and a fixed capacity for the low priority VMs.
This will be 4 GHz each for the former and 1 GHz each for
the rest, for a total of 20 GHz. This solution although cost-
effective, doesn’t allow sharing of resources between VMs
during spikes in demand.
III. Buy aggregated demand with dynamic resource allo-
cation: In this case, the customer will still buy 20 GHz total
capacity. However, the cloud resource management system
will dynamically allocate this amount among VMs based
on their actual demand. Customers can also distinguish be-
tween VMs by using additional VM-level resource controls,
such as shares (or weights), minimum reservation, and maxi-
mum limit, which are incorporated into the allocation mech-
anisms. Table 1 shows the three buying models and a sum-
mary of their properties.

2.1 Allocation Requirements
We begin with a simple model where each VM i is charac-
terized by two parameters: a share value s(i) that reflects
its priority relative to other VMs of the customer; and a de-
mand value d(i) that reflects the predicted demand of this
VM in the immediate future. Other controls like VM reserva-
tions and limits can be added to the model quite straightfor-
wardly, and the details are presented later in Section 4. The
demand may be based on a simple time-averaged window of
actual past usage or can employ more sophisticated predic-
tion schemes that provides margin for unexpected bursts (see
Section 4). The exact prediction algorithm is an orthogonal
issue to the allocation model. The share is a static parameter
set by the customer at the time of VM creation, while the
demand is estimated periodically by the run-time software.

The customer buys a certain aggregate amount of capac-
ity C. The goal of the resource manager is to allocate C
among the VMs in an equitable manner taking into account
shares and not giving the VMs more than what they demand.
An allocation scheme must satisfy certain sanity properties
described below.
A. Location Obliviousness: Any two VMs with the same
share value and the same demand should receive the same
allocation independent of their location. Thus two identical
workloads will make forward progress at the same rate, in-
dependent of the allocation algorithm or its local ecosystem.
B. Harmonious Allocation: A VM should not be allocated

more than its demand if any VM has not received its de-
mand. This requirement ensures that there is no wasted ca-
pacity, where resources are allocated to a VM that does not
currently need it, while a sibling VM gets less than its cur-
rent requirements.
C. Demand-Anomaly Freedom: If two VMs have the same
share value then the VM with the smaller demand should
not be allocated more capacity than the one with the higher
demand.
D. Share-Anomaly Freedom: If two VMs have the same
demand then the VM with the smaller share should not
receive more allocation than the one with the larger share,
unless all VMs have received their demands. This is needed
if a cloud providers needs to use share as part of billing.

2.2 Allocation Policies
In this section we describe three allocation policies, one us-
ing shares alone and two that use both demands and shares.
We use these to characterize and compare various allocation
algorithms.
Static Allocation Policy (SAP): A simple allocation scheme
is to divide C among VMs in proportion to their share val-
ues. The total value of the shares of all the active VMs of the
tenant is tracked. The capacity per share (denoted by ρ) is
computed by dividing C by the total number of outstanding
shares. The allocation of each VM is obtained by multiply-
ing the capacity-per-share with its share value.

Formally, let A denote the set of active VMs of the cus-
tomer. The capacity-per-share ρ = C/

∑
j∈A s(j). The allo-

cation of VM(i) is a(i) = ρ × s(i). It can be seen that the
above policy satisfies properties A, C and D above, but fails
to satisfy harmonious allocation property. Since the alloca-
tions are independent of demands, the policy may wastefully
allocate capacity to high-share VMs with low demand, at the
expense of lower share VMs with unsatisfied demand.
Dynamic Distributed Allocation Policy 1 (DDAP1): In
this policy a VM’s demand is an upper bound on the capacity
allocated to it. Like in SAP, we first allocate capacity in
proportion to the share values. However, if the allocation
made to a VM exceeds its demand, its allocation is capped
at its demand, and the unused capacity reallocated to other
VMs with unsatisfied demand.

This model can be precisely formulated as a constrained
resource-allocation problem using the capacity-per-share pa-
rameter ρ. Assume the total capacity to be allocated is less
than the total demand; i.e. C ≤

∑
i∈A d(i). We need to find

ρ∗ such that the allocation a(i) = min{d(i), ρ∗ × s(i)} and∑
i∈A a(i) = C. If the total capacity consistently exceeds

the sum of demands, it indicates that the system has prob-
ably been over-provisioned. In this case, the excess can be
distributed to the VMs in proportion to their shares.

The allocation can be seen to satisfy all the desired prop-
erties A through D. Notice that two VMs with the same share
may receive the same allocation even if one’s demand is
much higher than the other. However, it would never result
in a demand anomaly.
Dynamic Distributed Allocation Policy 2 (DDAP2) : Like
DDAP1, this policy also first allocates capacity on the basis
of shares and caps it at the VM’s demand. However, it dif-



VM Parameters H1 H2 L1 L2 Total
Demand 1 GHz 8 GHz 1 GHz 3 GHz 13 GHz
Shares 400 400 100 100 1000

Allocation model H1 H2 L1 L2 Wastage
SAP 4 GHz 4 GHz 1 GHz 1 GHz yes

DDAP1 1 GHz 6.4GHz 1 GHz 1.6 GHz no
DDAP2 1 GHz 6 GHz 1GHz 2 GHz no

Table 2. Comparison between various allocation Models.
Total capacity of 10 GHz is distributed among VMs.

fers in how it handles the excess capacity. DDAP2 allocates
it to the VMs in the ratio of their unmet demands. That is, we
allocate a portion of the capacity in proportion to the shares,
and the remaining in proportion to unsatisfied demand. The
details of this policy are described in Section 3.2. The pol-
icy satisfies all the desired allocation properties and the allo-
cation algorithm has significant implementation advantages
over the others in a distributed environment.

We illustrate the allocation policies using four of the VMs
of Example 1. Suppose the shares ofH1 andH2 are each 400
and their demands are 1 and 8 GHz respectively. Similarly,
suppose that L1 and L2 have shares of 100 and demands of 1
and 3 GHz respectively. Table 2 shows how the three policies
will allocate a capacity of 10 GHz. SAP simply allocates it
in the ratio of the shares. As can be seen, H1 is allocated
4 GHz, which is more than its demand (1 GHz), wasting
capacity that VMs H2 and L2 could have used.

DDAP1 and DDAP2 also initially allocate capacity in the
ratio of the shares. However, since they cap the allocation at
the demand, H1 and L1 get only 1 GHz each, leaving the
excess amount 3 GHz to be further allocated to H2 and L2.
In DDAP1, this is assigned in the ratio of shares, resulting in
additional allocations of 4/5× 3 = 2.4 GHz and 1/5× 3 =
0.6 GHz respectively to H2 and L2, which is added to their
initial share-based allocation. Since these do not exceed their
demands the allocation is complete. Otherwise, the process
is iteratively repeated using the excess capacity generated
by the newly demand-capped VMs. In DDAP2, the excess
capacity of 3 GHz is allocated to H2 and L2 in the ratio
of unmet demands, which are 4 GHz and 2GHz respectively
This results in additional allocations of 2 GHz and 1 GHz for
the two VMs. One can show (see Section 3.2) that the total
allocation will not exceed the demands of any of the VMs,
so no additional iterations are ever needed. The allocation
also satisfies all the desired properties A through D.

In the next section, we describe the IDD and BPX algo-
rithms for implementing the dynamic demand policies in a
scalable manner.

3. Resource Allocation Algorithms
In this section we describe two distributed allocation al-
gorithms, Iterative Distributed Divvy (IDD) and Base plus
Proportional Excess (BPX) that implement the DDAP1 and
DDAP2 allocation policies respectively.

3.1 Iterative Distributed Divvy Algorithm
Recall, that the DDAP1 policy requires one to find a value ρ∗
for the capacity per share, such that a(i) = min{d(i), ρ∗ ×

s(i)} and
∑
i∈A a(i) = C. For a given value of ρ, a(i)

is either capped at its demand d(i) or equals ρ × s(i). In
the first case we say that the VM is demand limited for ρ.
Let Dρ denote the set of demand-limited VMs and Nρ the
remaining VMs. For a given ρ, the total allocation made to
all the VMs is given byA(ρ) =

∑
i∈Dρ d(i)+ρ

∑
i∈Nρ s(i).

In Lemma 1 below we show that A(ρ) is a monotonically
increasing function of ρ. This allows us to design an efficient
sequential search strategy to find ρ∗ in a centralized setting,
and a binary-search like strategy in a distributed setting.

LEMMA 1. If Nρ1 6= ∅ then ρ2 > ρ1 implies that A(ρ2) >
A(ρ1).

Proof: Consider any j ∈ Nρ1 . If j ∈ Nρ2 then its allocation
ρ2 × d(j) is clearly greater than its allocation ρ1 × d(j)
under ρ1. Otherwise j is demand-limited under ρ2 and its
allocation is d(j); since j ∈ Nρ1 its allocation under ρ1 was
less than d(j). Hence for all j ∈ Nρ1 the allocation under
ρ2 exceeds that under ρ1. To complete the proof, note that
if j ∈ Dρ1 then j is also in Dρ2 , and its allocation remains
unchanged at d(j).

Define the normalized demand of VM(i) as u(i) =
d(i)/s(i), and reindex the VMs so that the ui are in non-
decreasing order. A centralized algorithm searches for ρ∗
by trying out successive values of ρ = ui in increasing or-
der of ui, till it finds a pair of successive indexes k, k + 1,
such thatAρ(uk) < C ≤ Aρ(uk+1). VMs with index 1 · · · k
are demand limited and will receive their demand; ρ∗ is
obtained by dividing the remaining capacity by the total
number of shares of the non demand-limited VMs. That is
ρ∗ = (C −

∑k
i=1 d(i))/

∑n
i=k+1 s(i). The centralized algo-

rithm requires the sorted list of all VMs in order of normal-
ized demands, and requires O(n) iterations. Hence, it is not
a good solution in a distributed environemnt.

Algorithm 1: IDD Algorithm
Input
VM settings: A =[a(1) · · · a(n)], D = [d(1) · · · d(n)]
C: Capacity to allocate.
Result: ρ∗: Desired value of ρ.
ρL = 0; ρH = C; A = 0;

repeat the following steps until |C − A| < ε

foreach i = 1, · · · , n do
/* Select tentative ρ and compute allocation
ρ = (ρL + ρH)/2
a(i) = min{ρ× s(i), d(i)}

/* Distributed sum of a(i)
A(ρ) =

∑
j a(j)

foreach i = 1, · · · , n do
/* Refine search interval */
if A(ρ) < C then

ρL = ρ
else

ρH = ρ

A distributed algorithm to determine ρ∗ based on a binary
search strategy is shown in Algorithm 1. At the start of
an iteration the value of ρ∗ will have been narrowed to lie
within an interval [ρL, ρH ] that is known to all VMs. Each



VM chooses a probe value of ρ in the interval (for instance
the mid-point), and then computes the allocation a(i) based
on this assumed value of ρ. These a(i) are added together
in a distributed manner and the sum A(ρ) is returned to
all VMs. The sum is compared with the actual amount of
capacity C to be allocated. If C > A(ρ) then by Lemma 1 the
value of ρ needs to be increased to make the total allocation
equal to C, and the search interval is narrowed to [ρ, ρH ];
else the search interval is [ρL, ρ]. The process continues till
|C − A(ρ)| < ε where ε is an acceptably small margin.
The algorithm will converge in O(log2(C/ε)) rounds. As
described above, in each round the distributed value of the
allocations need to be added up and the sum broadcast to all
VMs. The number of rounds can be decreased by doing a
multi-way search rather than a binary search, at the expense
of communicating more information between the VMs in the
addition phase. For instance, at each round the VMs could
use k > 1 probe values of ρ, ρ1, ρ2, · · · ρk, to narrow the
search interval even further in each round of communication.
The allocations for each of these ρi values are computed and
summed independently. The next search interval is [ρi, ρi+1]
where A(ρi) ≤ C and A(ρi+1) > C.

Although the distributed algorithm uses only a logarith-
mic number of rounds (compared to linear in the number
of VMs of a sequential search strategy), it has practical
drawbacks. Specifically, the communication has to be syn-
chronous. Only after all the allocations of all the nodes have
been summed for a particular search range, can the next
range be chosen. Having multiple synchronous rounds is
slow and vulnerable to delays and failures of the underlying
VMs, hosts, and communication network. Also, each tenant
is periodically invoking IDD requiring the system to support
multiple concurrent persistent communication sessions.

3.2 BPX Distributed Divvy Algorithm
In this section we describe a distributed algorithm that im-
plements the DDAP2 policy. The solution uses a core algo-
rithm called basicBPX shown in Algorithm 2. This routine
will also be the core component in the general solution that
considers other VM controls like reservations and limits.

In basicBPX Each VM(i) is characterized by two pa-
rameters: a lower bound on its allocation λ(i) and an upper
bound µ(i). The capacity C to be allocated is assumed to be
at least the sum of the lower bounds. The routine first allo-
cates each VM its lower bound λ(i). It then divides the re-
maining capacity among the VMs in the ratio of (µ(i)−λ(i))
denoted as δ(i). In a distributed setting two global sums need
to be computed and retuned to the VMs: the sum of individ-
ual λ(i) and the sum of the individual δ(i).

We use basicBPX to implement the DDAP2 allocation
policy. We first divide the capacity among the VMs in pro-
portion to their shares. We call this the fair share of the VM.
VMs whose demand is less than their fair share are demand-
limited, and their allocation is capped at their demand. The
remaining VMs will be allocated additional capacity over
their fair share. This will be done in the ratio of their un-
met demand i.e. the difference between their fair share and
demand.

Algorithm 3 describes the allocation algorithm formally.

Algorithm 2: basicBPX Algorithm
Input
VM settings: Λ =[λ(1) · · ·λ(n)], U = [µ(1) · · ·µ(n)]
C: Capacity to allocate, C ≥

∑n
i=i λ(i).

Result: a(i): Allocation computed for VM(i).
Variables: E , δ(i), i = 1 · · ·n.

foreach i = 1, · · · , n do
/* First allocate each VM its lower bound
/* δ(i) is the unmet need of VM(i)
a(i) = λ(i)
δ(i) = µ(i)− λ(i)

/* E is the remaining capacity
E = C −

∑n
i=1 λ(i)

foreach i = 1, · · · , n do
/* Allocate E in ratio of the unmet needs */
a(i) = a(i) + δ(i)

n∑
j=1

δ(j)
× E

We call this algorithm as shareBPX. A VMs fair share f(i)
is computed by dividing the capacity C in proportion to
the shares. Define the entitlement e(i) to be the smaller of
the demand and fair share of VM(i): e(i)= min{f(i), d(i)}.
We then invoke basicBPX with the vector of entitlements
E = [e(1) · · · e(n)] as the lower-bound and the vector of
demands D = [d(1) · · · d(n)] as the upper bound; basicBPX
first gives each VM its lower bound e(i), and then allocates
the excess capacity E = C −

∑
1≤i≤n e(i) ≥ 0 in the ratio

of their unmet demands δ(i) = d(i)− e(i). Demand-limited
VMs have e(i) = d(i) and hence do not receive additional
allocation, while the rest receive a proportional amount of
the excess capacity.

The allocation made by shareBPX will satisfy the prop-
erties described in Section 2. The harmonious property en-
sures that no VM will get more than its demand unless all the
VMs do so; otherwise the algorithm would waste needed ca-
pacity. Freedom from share and demand anomalies are also
satisfied. Note it is not obvious that these properties (particu-
larly freedom from share anomaly) hold, since the allocation
is made up of two parts: a share-sensitive part that allocates
more capacity to VMs with higher shares and a demand-
sensitive part that allocates capacity in proportion to unmet
demand. For two VMs with the same demand, a higher share
VM will have less unmet demand compared to a lower share
VM with the same demand. Hence, the former will be al-
located less capacity than the latter in the demand-sensitive
allocation. One needs to ensure that the demand-sensitive al-
location does not overwhelm the share-sensitive part to avoid
share anomalies. We show this property in Lemma 5.

If we apply shareBPX to the VMs of Example 2, it will
result in the allocations shown previously in Table 2. We end
the section by formally showing that shareBPX satisfies the
allocation properties.

LEMMA 2. The allocations of shareBPX are harmonious.

Proof: We will prove the harmonious condition by contra-
diction. Assume, to the contrary, that there is a pair of VMs
i, j such that a(i) ≥ d(i) and a(j) < d(j). The allocation



Algorithm 3: shareBPX: Divvy with D, S
foreach i = 1, · · · , n do

/* Compute Fair Share and Entitlement of each VM

ρ = C /
n∑

j=1
s(j)

f(i) = ρ× s(i)
e(i) = min(f(i), d(i))

Call basicBPX(C,E, D)

made to VM(i) by shareBPX is:

a(i) = e(i) + δ(i)/
∑n
k=1 δ(k)× E ≥ d(i)

δ(i)/
∑n
k=1 δ(k)× E ≥ d(i)− e(i) = δ(i)

E ≥
∑n
k=1 δ(k)

Writing a similar inequality for a(j) results in:
a(j) = e(j) + δ(j)/

∑n
k=1 δ(k)× E < d(j)

E <
∑n
k=1 δ(k)

This proves the contradiction.

LEMMA 3. The allocation made by shareBPX is given by:

a(i) =

{
d(i) if VM(i) is demand limited
αs(i) + βd(i) otherwise

where α = ρ(1−β), β = E
n∑
k=1

δ(k)
, and E = C−

n∑
k=1

e(k).

Proof: The allocation to VM(i) can be written as: a(i) =
e(i) + δ(i)/

∑n
k=1 δ(k) × E where δ(k) = d(k) − e(k).

For a demand-limited VM, e(i) = d(i) and δ(i) = 0; hence
the allocation a(i) = d(i). For a VM that is not demand
limited, e(i) = f(i) = s(i) × ρ. Hence, a(i) = e(i) +
((d(i) − e(i))/

∑n
k=1 δ(k)) × E = e(i) + β(d(i) − e(i)) =

e(i)(1− β)+ βd(i) = s(i)ρ(1− β)+ βd(i). Hence we get:
a(i) = αs(i) + βd(i).

LEMMA 4. Allocations made by shareBPX are free of de-
mand anomalies.

Proof: Suppose VMs i and j have the same share, s(i) =
s(j). If either or both i and j are demand-limited then the
result is easy to see. If neither is demand limited, then from
Lemma 3, a(i) = αs(i)+βd(i) and a(j) = αs(j)+βd(j).
Hence a(i) − a(j) = β(d(i) − d(j)). Since β > 0, it
follows that a(i) > a(j) if and only if d(i) > d(j). In fact
the difference in the allocations of two equal-share VMs is
proportional to the difference in their demands.

LEMMA 5. Allocations made by shareBPX are free of share
anomalies if C ≤

∑n
i=1 d(i).

Proof: If VMS i and j have the same demand, d(i) =
d(j). Once again, the case when neither is demand-limited
needs to be shown. Using Lemma 3, we get a(i) − a(j) =
α(s(i)−s(j)). To be free of share anomalies we require that
α > 0 in the region of interest. Since α = ρ(1 − β) and
ρ > 0 we require β < 1.

Now C =
∑n
k=1 f(k) by the definition of fair share. Also,

β = E/
∑n
k=1 δ(k), and E = C −

∑n
k=1 e(k).

Let D and N denote the set of demand-limited VMs and
non-demand-limited VMs respectively.
E =

∑n
k=1 f(k)−

∑n
k=1 e(k) =

∑n
k=1 f(k)−(

∑
k∈N f(k)+∑

k∈D d(k)) =
∑
k∈D(f(k)− d(k)).

Now
∑n
k=1 δ(k) =

∑
k∈N δ(k) =

∑
k∈N (d(k)− f(k)).

For β < 1, we require that E <
∑n
k=1 δ(k).

This is true if
∑
k∈D

f(k)+
∑
k∈N

f(k) <
∑
k∈D

d(k)+
∑
k∈N

d(k),

or C ≤
∑n
k=1 d(k).

This is true by hypothesis.

4. System Level Implementation of BPX
In this section we present the details of implementing BPX
as a prototype in our cluster management solution called
DRS [13]. DRS runs as part of VMware’s virtual center
software that can manages hundreds of ESX servers in a
virtual environment. An administrator creates a cluster of up
to 32 hosts and in a cloud environment there may be tens to
hundreds of clusters, each managed by an instance of DRS.
Figure 3 shows an overview of the system. Figure 4 shows
an example distribution of tenants across the clusters. BPX
allows a tenant’s VMs to be spread across multiple clusters,
and each cluster can have VMs from multiple tenants.

DRS offers three controls for each VM: minimum reser-
vation (r), maximum limit (l) and shares (s) for both CPU
and memory resources. We first extend the BPX algorithm
(previously described using only shares and demands) to in-
corporate VM reservations and limits as well. We then de-
scribe how the implementation integrates into the existing
DRS infrastructure to provide a scalable resource allocation
mechanism based on the BPX algorithm.

BPX has two properties that help the algorithm to scale.
First it summarizes information by adding together VM-
level statistics. Only this aggregated information is needed
for allocation, minimizing the information exchanged be-
tween participating nodes, and simplifying distributed im-
plementation. Secondly, the allocations can be computed at
any granularity (VM, server, cluster) simply by knowing the
total aggregated value of the statistic and the aggregated
value for the VMs in the subtree.

Periodically, (every 1 minute in our prototype), each DRS
cluster publishes a set of aggregated values for each of its
tenants to a distributed key-value store that can be accessed
by all DRS clusters. Each cluster only has to publish one
fixed size record (of six aggregated statistics) per tenant.
This leads to huge reduction in overall communication from
one record per VM to one per tenant, which is a much
smaller number.

The published record includes the sum of the reserva-
tions, limits, shares, demand, and two entitlement values (see
Algorithm 4) for VMs of the tenant. DRS also runs periodi-
cally (every 5 minutes in our prototype) to compute new al-
locations. It reads the aggregated stats published by the other
clusters in the shared key-value store, and sums them to ob-
tain the total aggregate values. It then uses BPX to divvy out



the allocation. The VM allocations are then pushed to the
ESX servers.

4.1 BPX Divvying with R, L and S controls
We now discuss the complete resource model and its BPX
implementation. The tenant purchases capacity in the form
of a total tenant reservation R and a total tenant limit L.
R will be divided among the active VMs, based on their
shares and demands, to increase their run-time reservations
over their static values. Similarly, the tenant specifiesL as an
overall cap on resource usage by all its VMs. This will be
used to place run-time limits on individual VMs, which may
be more conservative than their static values depending on
their importance (share) and current demand.

Algorithm 4: FinalBPX: Divvy with full VM model
foreach i = 1, · · · , n do

/* Compute Fair Share and Entitlement of Reservation
d(i) = max(min(l(i), d(i)), r(i))
ρR = R /

∑n
j=1 s(j)

fR(i) = ρR × s(i)
eR(i) = max(min(fR(i), d(i)), r(i))

/* Compute Fair Share and Entitlement of Limit

ρL = L /
∑n

j=1 s(j)

fL(i) = ρL × s(i)
eL(i) = max(min(fL(i), d(i)), r(i))

σ =
∑n

j=1 max((fL(i)− d(i)), 0)

if (fL(i) ≥ d(i)) then
e∗i = eLi

else
LetN = {k : fL(k) < d(k)}
e∗(i) = min(eL(i) + σ × (s(i)/

∑
N
s(k)), d(i))

/*Find aggregates

E1 =
∑

i r(i) E2 =
∑

i e
R(i)

E3 =
∑

i e
L(i) E4 =

∑
i e
∗(i)

E5 =
∑

i d(i) E6 =
∑

i l(i)

Find the interval [Ei, Ei+1] such that Ei < C ≤ Ei+1

Call basicBPX(C,Ei,Ei+1)

The extended BPX algorithm is described in Algorithm 4.
VM(i) has two additional static parameters r(i) (reserva-
tion) and l(i) (limit), in addition to share s(i) and demand
d(i). The demand d(i) is first adjusted to lie between r(i)
and l(i). The algorithm computes share-per-reservation, fair
share, and entitlement (as in Algorithm 3) for capacity equal
to both R and L, as denoted by the superscript on the vari-
ables. It also computes an additional entitlement e∗ based
on dividing the unallocated capacity generated by demand-
limited VMs among the the non-demand limited VMs, in
proportion to their shares.

Several aggregatesE1 toE6 are identified in Algorithm 4.
E1, E5 and E6 are simply the sums of the reservations,
demands, and limits of all the VMs. E2, E3 and E4 are
obtained by summing the different entitlements. To divvy a
capacity C (eitherR or L) we find which interval [Ei, Ei+1]
in which C lies, and use Ei as the lower bound and Ei+1

as the upper bound for basicBPX. By using these multiple
aggregates Ei, BPX narrows the portion of the capacity

that is allocated based on demand. This allows it to more
closely approach the allocation of the DDAP1 policy, while
still maintaining its implementation advantages over the IDD
algorithm. All of the allocation properties still hold with this
enhancement.

ESX hosts

VMs

DRS + BPX

Cluster of hosts

ESX hosts

VMs

Cluster of hosts

Distributed

communication

using key-value store

DRS + BPX

Figure 3. System Architecture with clusters and an instance
of DRS managing each cluster. The data is shared between
different clusters using a key-value store that spans the cloud
environment.
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Figure 4. Tenant VMs are deployed across clusters and a
cluster may host multiple tenants.

4.1.1 Physical Capacity Limits
Our goal is to flow resources to the set of VMs with high de-
mand for each tenant. These are independent decisions made
without explicit consideration of the underlying physical ca-
pacity. It is possible that the host running the VMs may not
have enough capacity to handle all the new resource settings.
DRS makes sure that each server can satisfy the resource re-
quirements for the VMs running on it. If that is not the case,
DRS recommends VM migrations to make sure that each
server can handle these resource requirements.

In rare cases, an entire cluster can run short of resources
to support the dynamic allocations. In that case, the longer
term solution is to add more hardware to the cluster or mi-
grate some VMs out of that cluster to another. We are work-
ing to implement the second solution, but in the interim we
use the following approach. We reduce the per VM alloca-
tion based on its share without going below its static reserva-
tion. So a VM with high shares will loose less as compared
to a VM with low shares.

4.2 Additional Implementation Issues
We address some of the issues that need to be handled in a
complete implementation.



Demand estimation: So far we have assumed VM demands
as one of the inputs to our algorithm. In practice both CPU
and memory demands are computed by the ESX hypervisor
and published as a periodic statistic. A VM’s CPU demand
is computed as its actual CPU consumption, CPUused, plus
a scaled portion of CPUready , the time it was ready to
execute, but queued due to contention:

CPUdemand = CPUused +
CPUrun × CPUready
(CPUrun + CPUsleep)

(1)

A VM’s memory demand is computed by tracking a set
of randomly-selected pages in the VM’s physical address
space, and computing how many of them are touched within
a certain time interval [28]. For BPX, the above raw metrics
are aggregated to get the demand over the entire divvying in-
terval. We used 5 minute average demand in our prototype.
Shares Across Multiple Tenants: Since multiple tenants
may be sharing the same underlying cluster, share values
must be comparable across tenants. In addition, the share
value of a VM must scale with number of vCPUs and mem-
ory size to avoid priority inversion when the same amount of
resources is spread over more CPUs or memory. We there-
fore chose to use certain pre-configured values like high
(2000), medium(1000) and low(500) per unit of resource.
Placement of VMs across clusters and hosts: Keeping
VMs of a tenant within a small number of clusters (possibly
one) is preferred. This can reduce stress on bi-section band-
width and the complexity of BPX divvying in the system.
The placement algorithm we use has a preference for a clus-
ter where the tenant already has lot of VMs, and it selects a
new cluster only if some constraint cannot be satisfied or if
it will cause imbalance beyond a threshold for a resource.

Similarly if VMs from the same tenant are running on the
same host, they can be grouped under a resource pool and
the sum of their allocated reservation and limits can be set
as the resource pool control instead of per VM control. This
optimization allows the flow of resources within the host at
sub-second granularity.

5. Experimental Evaluation
In this section we present results from our extensive evalua-
tion of the BPX algorithm using both a simulated setup and
real inventory using ESX hosts and virtual machines with
variable workloads. The goal of our experiments is to show
that BPX can do dynamic allocation of resources among the
VMs of a tenant, similar to a centralized scheduler, although
in a much more scalable manner. We also compared alloca-
tions of BPX with static allocation.

5.1 Simulation Setup
Our BPX prototype is implemented as part of DRS cluster
manager. We used the same DRS simulator framework that
is used for internal code development, to construct a cluster
with a set of simulated ESX hosts and virtual machines. The
same implementation of BPX and DRS is used in a simulator
or a real inventory.

The simulator allows us to create different VM and host
profiles with different configurations. A VM profile includes
the number of virtual CPUs (vCPUs), configured CPU (in

MHz) and configured memory size (in MB), while a host
profile includes the number of physical cores, CPU (MHz)
per core, total memory size, idle power consumption etc. The
simulator also supports arbitrary workload specifications for
each VM over time and generates CPU and memory demand
values based on the specification.

In addition to creating a cluster, the simulator also mim-
ics the behavior of ESX CPU and memory schedulers and
allocates resources to the VMs in a manner consistent with
the behavior of ESX hosts. The simulator supports all the re-
source controls supported by the real ESX hosts, including
reservation, limit and shares for each VM. Every 5 minutes,
the simulator invokes the actual DRS code to figure out if
any VM migrations are needed to meet VM demands. It also
keeps track of how much resources are demanded by each
VM and how much of those resources were given to the VM.
This is used to calculate the key evaluation metric to figure
out how well the demand based allocation works.

The main metric used to study how effectively resources
are being allocated is a cumulative allocated percentage
metric that is defined as follows:

T∑
t=1

AllV ms∑
k=1

(Satisfied demand for VMk at t)

Cloud capacity at t
∗ 100

(2)
Here T denotes the total simulation time. This metric is
calculated separately for both CPU and memory. For CPU
the metric captures the percentage of the total number of
CPU cycles in the cluster (on all the hosts) over the period of
the experiment, that were usefully spent. The memory metric
denotes the similar percentage. The higher values are better.

We used multiple clusters in our experiments, each man-
aged by DRS and ran BPX across clusters. We used BPX to
allocate the overall resources bought by a tenant among its
VMs. The BPX allocation is enforced by DRS. If in some
cases, the sum of VM level settings become higher than the
host capacity for CPU or memory, DRS would move VMs
between hosts to make sure that VMs are able to meet their
allocation. The overhead in terms of CPU and memory for a
VM migration is also captured by the simulator which penal-
izes the cumulative metric based on time taken for migration
and depends on how actively the memory is being dirtied.

5.2 Single Tenant with Diverse Workloads
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Figure 5. Demands and utilization of one high share VM
and one low share VM.
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Figure 6. Cumulative BPX allocations compared with cen-
tral divvy.

VMType Scenario1 Scenario2 Shares Num VMs
HS1 High, Low High, Low High(2000) 50
HS2 High, Low Low, High High (2000) 50
MS1 High, Low High, Low Medium (1000) 50
MS2 High, Low Low, High Medium (1000) 50
LS1 High, Low High, Low Low (500) 50
LS2 High, Low Low, High Low (500) 50

Table 3. Tenant VM specifications. High is uniformly dis-
tributed between 3 GHz and 4 GHz. Low is less than 400
MHz.

In the first experiment, we tried out the scenario men-
tioned in section 2. There are 4 high share VMs (2000 shares
each) and 4 low share VMs (500 shares each) belonging to
a tenant. The high priority VM mostly consumes less than 4
GHz and sometimes spikes to 8 GHz. The low share VMs
consume 1 GHz and occasionally spike to 4 GHz. These
eight VMs were run across 3 clusters and each with 6 hosts.
Figure 5 shows the demands and utilization of one of the
high share VMs and one of the low share VMs. Note that
high share VM is able to get more resources when its de-
mand is higher and low share VM is also able to get more
resources during periods of low demand from other VMs.

To compare with a centralized solution, we ran all 8 VMs
in a single DRS cluster and measured the resources allocated
to VMs by DRS. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the BPX
and DRS allocations over 200 minutes. Overall the high-
share VMs and low share VMs got similar allocation under
both schemes. The small difference in allocation where high
share VMs get slightly less in the case of BPX is because
central scheduler does allocation perfectly in terms of shares
whereas BPX does part of allocation based on shares and
rest using the demand values.

5.3 Large Setup with Coordinated Workloads
In the next experiment, we evaluated how BPX performs in
a larger setup with co-ordinated workload changes across a
set of VMs. This is one of the adversarial workloads for BPX
since the workload changes are not randomly distributed but
synchronized. The setup consists of 300 VMs belonging to
a single tenant distributed over 120 hosts spread across 3
clusters. The VMs had a mix of high, medium and low shares
that correspond to a ratio of 4 : 2 : 1 respectively. We
simulated a diurnal workload where the workload switches

its state every one hour. The detailed VM specifications
are mentioned in Table 3. When the VM is in state high,
its workload value is randomly chosen uniformly between
between 3 GHz and 4 GHz. When the workload is in state
low, it is uniformly between 0 and 400 MHz. The tenant is
entitled to 160 GHz of CPU and 160 GB of Memory.
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In the first scenario, all the VMs have a high workload
for one hour followed by low workload for another one hour.



Figure 7 shows the sum of allocations of all the 50 VMs for
each type. Initially note that the allocations of VMs are in
proportion to their shares. At t = 60 minutes, all the VMs
abruptly become idle. Each cluster immediately sees its own
VMs becoming idle, but takes few minutes to get stats from
other clusters to realize other VMs have also gone idle and
hence the allocation gets very low before bouncing back to
a value that is greater than the demand. In this case all VMs
get similar allocation due to lack of demand. At t = 120
minutes, all the VMs become active at the same time and
the system allocates the resources to the VMs again in the
ratio of 1 : 2 : 4 after each cluster grabs a little bit more for
its VMs than it should. The key takeaway here is that when
there is demand at high share VMs, they are able to get the
resources and otherwise, all VMs get equal resources due to
lack of demand.

In the next scenario, we tried a case where some VM sets
become idle when the others become active. HS1 with high
shares, MS1 with medium shares and LS1 with low shares
become active together and HS2, MS2 and LS2 become
active together. This is an interesting scenario for BPX as
one set of high, medium and low share VMs become idle
giving up their share to other VMs. Figure 8 shows the
sum of allocation to all the 50 VMs of each type. For their
cumulative allocations, the high share VMs get more than
the medium share VMs and the medium share VMs get more
than the low share VMs. But the allocation is not exactly in
the ratio of 1 : 2 : 4 as the excess given up by the idle VMs is
given to active VMs all three categories. But still high share
VMs get more than medium share VMs and medium share
VMs get more than low share VMs.

5.4 Comparison with Other Allocations
We also compared BPX with two other implementations: (1)
Partitioned allocation with dynamic allocation within clus-
ter and (2) centralized allocation for all VMs. In the first
scheme, the overall capacity is statically divvied among clus-
ters based on the number of VMs and their shares in the clus-
ter. Within a cluster DRS then uses centralized algorithm to
dynamically allocate the per cluster capacity every 5 min-
utes. This is already a very good contender since within a
cluster we are doing dynamic allocation but not across clus-
ters. We expect this to cause wastage of resources as some
cluster might have idle capacity while other cluster might
have more demand as compared to cluster capacity.

As second scheme, we tested a centralized divvy where
we collect the demands of all the 300 VMs in one location
and do allocation per VM using the centralized algorithm
mentioned in Section 3.2. This is equivalent to running the
VMs in a single large cluster, which is how we implemented
this mechanism. This solution obviously cannot scale, when
we have large number of tenants or large number of VMs per
tenant in a cloud environment. In all three schemes, DRS
load balancing algorithm was run in each cluster to move
VMs within the cluster when the allocation to VMs exceeded
the host capacity.

Figure 9 shows the comparison among various schemes
in terms of CPU and memory allocation metrics and the
overall number of migrations that were done by DRS in or-

der to handle host level contention. Centralized algorithm
is very aggressive in terms of dynamic allocation and re-
allocating resources from VMs that are idle to the active
ones. This is apparent from the large number of migrations
that DRS did in case of centralized solution. The total allo-
cation metric for CPU and Memory is also slightly better as
compared to BPX because the central divvy can redistribute
resources quickly and accurately.

With BPX, it takes some time for the allocations to hap-
pen and this causes the cumulative allocation metric to be
slightly lower as compared to the centralized solution. The
partitioned allocation scheme can re-distribute resources
within a cluster but it could not re-distribute resources across
clusters and ends up wasting resources that the tenant had
bought. This causes the allocation metrics to be even lower
than BPX. This experiment shows that BPX provides a good
trade-off between a non-scalable centralized solution and
demand-agnostic partitioned solution.

5.5 Real Deployment of Hadoop and VDI VMs
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We also experimented with a real deployment with ESX
hosts and VMs running various real workloads. We used
two clusters with a total of 8 ESX hosts. The clusters were
in two separate but nearby datacenters. Each cluster was



managed by the DRS cluster manager software with our
prototype BPX implementation. We ran Hadoop workload in
one cluster and a virtual desktop interface (VDI) workload
in another cluster.

We setup the controls to reflect a tenant who has bought
12 GHz of CPU capacity and 12 GB of memory. Both the
Hadoop workload and the VDI workload were run using this
capacity. There were also other background workloads be-
longing to other tenants in the clusters running CPU inten-
sive server workloads. We mainly focus on the tenant work-
load under study.

The Hadoop VMs were setup using Serengeti [26] and
consisted of 10 worker VMs, one Master VM and one client
VM. The Hadoop workload consisted of running the teragen
and terasort programs. Teragen was run with one billion
rows and 800 map jobs. Terasort was followed by 800 map
and 500 reduce jobs.

The VDI workload consisted of 11 VDI(desktop VMs)
and was run using the ViewPlanner benchmark from VMware.
The workload consisted of a mix of desktop applications
such as power point, zip, movie player etc. The ViewPlan-
ner harness VMs were not part of the tenant and hence did
not consume from the 12 GHz available to tenant. The VDI
VMs were configured with high shares as they are interac-
tive workload while all the Hadoop VMs had low shares.
The high shares were in the ratio of 4:1 compared to the low
shares.

Initially the workload was started in the Hadoop cluster.
Since the Hadoop VMs were the only VMs belonging to the
tenant, they were able to use all of the purchased capacity
upto their demand. The Hadoop workloads were consuming
as much CPU as they had needed. At t = 1700 seconds,
the VDI workload was started, which powered on all the
11 VDI VMs in the second cluster and started the workload
inside them. Since the tenant has only 12 GHz, and all the
high share VDI VMs suddenly spiked up, the Hadoop VMs
in the other cluster were throttled which caused their CPU
consumption to go down and their job completion times to
go up.

The VDI workload lasted for one hour and then VMs
slowly became idle. As this happened, the Hadoop VMs
were able to pick up the slack and they were given resources
that were given up by the idle VDI VMs. Figure 10 shows
the sum of CPU usage of all the Hadoop and the VDI VMs.
Each point in the graph denotes the sum of the five minute
moving average of the CPU usage of the VMs of each type.
Note that the overall sum is always 12 GHz. Figure 11 shows
the job completion time as measured by the Hadoop. The
job completion time is plotted against time when the job
started. Note that when the VDI workload was started, the
job times of Hadoop increased as expected. Overall, these
results show that BPX is able to allocate the overall bulk
capacity purchased by a tenant among its VMs based on their
demand and overall importance as denoted by shares. BPX
also supports reservations and limit controls per VM, which
we didn’t specifically evaluate here.

6. Related work
Resource allocation and buying models in a public cloud
environment is a fast evolving area. Here we focus on three
broad areas: (1) capacity planning and demand prediction,
(2) meeting application level SLAs and (3) dynamic resource
distribution among VMs in a cloud.

Capacity planning and demand prediction are critical in
deploying workloads in a cloud. Several approaches [9, 10,
34] have been proposed for demand prediction based on
trace analysis, and using it for capacity estimation, and ad-
mission control. These approaches are complementary to
BPX and can help a user estimate virtual capacity purchase
decisions. Gmach et al. [11] proposed a global controller to
create a self-managing pool of virtualized servers to satisfy
time-varying service level objective and workload demands.
This is similar to DRS cluster manager software, which is
quite useful but may not scale well to a large number of
servers. Wang et al. [32] studied how the cloud provider
should allocate resources to different pricing schemes, such
as PAYG and spot auctions so as to maximize revenue,
while [18], proposed a new pricing scheme for selling net-
work bandwidth reservations. This is an orthogonal problem
to the issue solved by BPX.

Urgaonkar et al. [24] proposed an analytical model based
on networks of queues to predict performance of multi-tiered
applications for capacity planning. Casale et al. [7] showed
how to incorporate burstiness into the analytical queuing
network models. These approaches provide sound founda-
tional basis for medium term or offline capacity estimation,
in contrast to our adaptive approach based on measured per-
formance. Several studies [4, 20] have proposed approaches
for performance modeling and SLA based resource alloca-
tions for multi-tier applications. Providing QoS guarantees
to applications while overcommitting the servers has been
studied in [23, 29]. Such application-level approaches can
be used in cases where a public cloud provider allows a user
to set arbitrary resource controls on its VMs.

Mesos [6] proposes a two-level approach to allocate re-
sources to frameworks like Hadoop and MPI that may share
an underlying cluster of servers. Mesos (and related solu-
tions) rely on OS-level abstractions like resource contain-
ers [1, 2, 5], which are quite useful but not in common use in
IaaS based public clouds, and are less flexible then the VM
controls used here. R-Opus [8] provides an elegant frame-
work to map application workload demands to various allo-
cation priorities exposed by the workload manager. However
both the application level QoS requirements and resource
controls used by R-Opus are quite different from the ones
used in public cloud environments.

The computational complexity of VM placement to im-
prove consolidation ratios was studied in [25, 31]. In [14]
a trace-based approach that takes in application level SLA’s
and determines which VMs are best run together on the same
host was proposed to accommodate a number of concurrent
workloads. In [22] a stochastic model to guide resource pro-
visioning, and determine minimum capacity levels to meet
service availability levels was proposed. In [30] a stochastic
model that incorporates both diurnal variation and fast time-
scale burstiness was analyzed. The authors also studied the



tradeoff between capacity and QoS for future performance
requirements. In [21] resource usage patterns were analyzed
using PCA techniques and shown to improve server consol-
idation ratios. In [33], they estimated resource requirements
when workloads are moved from physical to a virtualized
infrastructure.

Many of these solutions are complementary to BPX and
can be used to determine the overall capacity that the tenant
should buy. BPX can then handle runtime demand fluctua-
tions by allocating the purchased capacity to the deserving
VMs.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we studied the problem of selling cloud re-
sources in bulk and providing the abstraction of physical re-
sources to a customer. For example, a customer can buy 16
GHz of compute resources and deploy VMs with configured
capacity of more than 16 GHz, thereby getting the benefit of
statistical multiplexing among its workloads and doing over-
commitment. We proposed two algorithms called IDD and
BPX that dynamically allocate the overall capacity among
VMs based on their demand, shares (i.e.importance), reser-
vation and limit settings. We analyze BPX and show that it
has better scalability and several desired properties that are
needed in a shared environment.

We implemented BPX as part of VMware’s management
software and show that it can re-allocate resource in the or-
der of minutes among a set of VMs running across differ-
ent hosts and racks in a datacenter. We think that this model
would enable the customers to get even more out of a public
cloud deployment than buying VMs with fixed capacity and
paying for their configured size.
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